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Abstract— Many developed countries are facing a 
fundamental shift in the way electricity is generated and in 
the way electricity is consumed. The current T&D network 
which was built for remote generation flowing to users at 
the ends and now has to cope with distributed generation 
across the network. The research on different parts of T&D 
system faces the challenge and opportunity to optimise, to 
enhance the existing electric network in isolated mid-scale 
integrated generation and consumption networks. As the 
efficiency improvement of power cables will have a 
remarkable effect on the reduction of electricity 
dissipation and carbon emissions, researchers never 
cease exploring novel cable systems, e.g. Gas Insulated 
Line (GIL), High Temperature Superconductor (HTS), High 
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) cables, Capacitive Transfer 
System (CTS) cables etc., but there is no systematic 
analysis of the practicality of comparing various cable 
options in mid-scale network. The purpose of this paper is 
to compare the cost and benefit among various types of 
power cables to provide a framework of reference for both 
researchers in this field and for generators, suppliers and 
consumers of electrical power who may be interested in 
the application of power cables using life cycle costing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power cable was first invented in 1880s. It has 
experienced great changes from the first designs in last 
130 years. Now, the with the rise in distributed generation 
using offshore and onshore wind energy, solar energy 
and other intermittent renewables there are new 
challenges in power transmission and distribution in its 
current shape and configuration. Many developed 
countries, including the UK, are facing a fundamental 
shift due to the profound changes in electricity generation 
(e.g., different renewable energy technologies) and 
electric demand (e.g., the trend of electric transportation), 

which causes localised clustering of excess supply and 
usage over differing times of the day or night. The 
research for the resulting different scales of T&D 
solutions faces the challenge and opportunity to optimise, 
to enhance the existing electric network by the 
improvement of mid-scale networks or interlinks. 

In the existing T&D networks, especially in urban 
areas, there are reduced choices for transmission 
technologies by distributed network operators, because 
the application of overhead lines (OHLs), especially bare 
lines, are not viable in a local residential area in spite of 
the low costs of investment of OHLs. Under the 
provisions of the Planning Act 2008, all new OHLs must 
have approval from Infrastructure Planning Commission 
(IPC) or, from April 2012, when the Localism Bill takes 
effect, from the Secretary of State [1]. Consequently, 
researchers are motivated to explore and develop novel 
cables, e.g. HVAC extruded cables [2], GILs [3] , HVDC 
extruded cables [4], HTS cables [5], and CTS cables etc., 
but there is no systematic analysis to compare the cost 
and benefit with existing cables in mid-scale networks on 
an all-encompassing common basis. 

Cost benefit analysis can be seen from different 
viewpoints. Usually involving the consideration of the 
service life of a T&D power cable, investment cost, 
operation cost, and replacement cost, which is notionally 
called Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) [7], as shown in 
Fig. 1. Although social, planning and environmental costs 
may be potential additional generic costs, they are not 
discussed in this paper. 
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Fig. 1. Life cycle cost analysis framework in power 
cables 

Moreover, in order to make full use of power cables in 
a T&D system with high reliability, degradation and failure 
probability of different power cable options need to be 
taken into consideration to evaluate the effective service 
life [8], as early retirement and unexpected failures will 
result in economic losses. Currently, recorded historical 
failure data had been applied to establish databases for 
predicting performance and failure rate of power cables 
[9]. When the failure rate exceeds an acceptable level, 
the cable asset should be replaced proactively. Weibull 
Analysis [10], Crow-Army Material System Analysis 
Activity (AMSAA) [11], Markov model [12] and 
Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes (NHPP) [13] 
models have been applied in failure prediction and trend 
evaluation, as they had different applicable scopes and 
advantages. 

Last but not least, the importance of annual cost of 
energy dissipation of a cable system is often 
underestimated in comparison with fixed asset costs. As 
the improvements of new cable technology and the 
development of continuous monitoring technologies 
extend the potential life times, the converted annual cost 
of fixed assets (amortisation) is decreasing, while the 
annual cost of energy dissipation is increasing with the 
electricity price growth. The energy losses of different 
cable technologies should be well considered. 

Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to review 
different power cable technologies, to summarise the 
LCCA framework of references, to review the failure 
forecast models and to compare the energy losses for 
different cable technologies. This can be used as a 
guideline for selecting cable technologies within a cost 
and benefit perspective. 

II. POWER CABLE TECHNOLOGY 

A. HVAC extruded cable 

Currently, HVAC extruded (underground) cables are 
widely used in T&D systems for high-capacity electricity 
transmission resulting in a lower effect on the 
environment in cities than OHLs. When transmitting the 
same power, HVAC cables need larger conductor cross 
section than that OHLs, because of the limitation of solid 
insulation thermal conductivity. Consequently, the reason 
why the cost of a HVAC cable is 4-10 times higher, than 

that of an OHL, is because cables require more 
conductor and insulation material [1]and the cost of burial. 
Moreover, in some special cases, cable tunnels are 
required that leads to increased investment costs for the 
cable system. Fig. 2 demonstrate a 400 kV HVAC cable 
tunnel in London and a Cross-bonded Polyethylene 
(XLPE) insulated HVAC cable structure. 

B. GIL 

GIL is a feasible alternative to OHLs and conventional 
underground cables (UGCs), and are filled with insulating 
gas, e.g. N2 and SF6 mixture [14]. Due to better 
insulating performance than that of air, the radius of GIL 
insulation can be smaller than that of OHL. However 
using the better thermal conductivity of gas rather than 
that of solid insulation material, e.g., Cross-linked 
Polyethylene (XLPE) and Ethylene Propylene Rubber 
(EPR), GIL can transfer larger load current without the 
insulation overheating. Moreover, GIL can work properly 
with less maintenance [15]. The induced current in the 
metal housing of a AC GIL can offset the inner magnetic 
field, but with potential risk to maintainers. So, because 
of this, GIL is normally used in DC electric transmission 
mode [16]. But GIL DC cables has to consider the 
significant additional fixed asset cost, e.g., investment in 
converters, on both ends of transmission lines [15]. Fig. 3 
shows a GIL tunnel designed by Siemens and the typical 
GIL structure. 
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Fig. 2: HVAC cable tunnel and HVAC cable structure 
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Fig. 3: GIL cable tunnel and GIL structure 

C. HVDC extruded cable 

HVDC extruded cables usually have a similar cable 
structure to that of HVAC extruded cables for long-
distance point-to-point electric transmission, e.g., 
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submarine power cables. Due to the maturity and 
acceptance of extruded solid insulation material, fluid 
insulated cables applied in submarine power 
transmission are being substituted gradually by XLPE 
insulated cables, as shown in Fig. 2. But HVDC extruded 
cables also face a same dilemma as that of GIL DC 
cables, since the significant cost of converters on both 
ends of transmission lines have to be included [15]. 

D. HTS cable 

HTS and LTS (i.e., Low Temperature Super-
conductor) cables are two cable technology use super-
conductor technology to decrease the line losses and to 
increase the electric transmission capacity [15]. However, 
when the HTS technology is applied to AC electric 
transmission, it suffers fromhigh induced magnetic losses 
beyond the inner super-conductors. So when the load 
current is in the order of thousands of Amps it has huge 
magnetic emissions and causes significant induction in 
the adjacent conductors. So, HTS cables are usually  
only accepted in DC transmission line load. Because of 
this, the effect and the protection strategies under huge 
load currents on the network should be well considered. 
Fig. 4 shows a 66kV HTS cable in Japan and the typical 
HTS cable structure. 

 

Conductor

Dielectric Cable cryostst

Liquid nitrogen return

Outer sheathLiquid nitrogen inlet Copper screen

 

Fig. 4: HTS cable line and typical HTS cable structure 

E. CTS cable 

CTS cable is configured as a combination of a 
capacitor and power cable and offsets the reactance and 
reduces the skin effect of the core conductor. CTS 
provides the potential to decrease voltage drop and to 
increase the system power factor without any extra 
investment in reactive power compensation devices. In 
contrast, a conventional AC extruded cable has an 
obvious skin effect especially when using larger cross 
section areas (e.g., for a 630mm2 cross section area the 
conductor radius is 14.2mm but the skin effect depth is 
9.2mm at a frequency is 50Hz). This causes increased 
resistance in core conductors because the current has 
less area to move through. CTS gives a solution to 
reduce the skin effect by adding dielectric between 

strands to block the path of eddy currents. Fig. 5 shows 
the concept of a single-phase CTS [6]. 

Load
Power 

Supply

Input wire Output wireDielectric

 

Fig. 5: Simplified Single-phase CTS cable concept 

III. LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 

Due to various factors and various of selections 
involved in any electric transmission project, cost 
estimation is an essential element and needs to be 
rigorously applied. LCCA gives a systematic view to 
evaluate the cost and benefit of a cable technologies 
proposed in Section II. LCCA will be reviewed from three 
aspects, including investment cost, operation cost and 
replacement cost. 

A. Investment Cost 

Investment cost of a power cable system is the cost 
elements made up from the fixed asset, land, route 
design, transportation and installation, which can be 
divided into fixed cost and variable cost based upon 
distance [17], as shown in Fig. 6. The investment cost is 
symbolized as Ci, which can be expressed by (1). 

*Converter stations, cooling systems and tunnels are 
not always required in a cable system, but should be 
included for those scenario’s that need them. 

 Ci = Cif + Civ (1) 

Where, Cif is the fixed cost independent upon distance; 
 Civ is the variable cost based on distance. 
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Cable tunnel

Converter
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Investment cost
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Tunnel construction
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Route design

 

Fig. 6: Components of investment cost 
 

The investments in converter stations (e.g., a 
requirement for HVDC), cooling systems (e.g., required 
for HTS), compensation device (e.g. the application in 
HVDC and HVAC) or cable tunnels can be the largest 
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part of the investment costs. With the increase of 
transmission length, the cost of cable and its accessories 
will increase, the fixed costs will reduce. 

B. Operation cost 

After the construction and installation of a cable 
system, operation and maintenance costs are the main 
cost of the network, as shown in Fig. 7. Operation cost, 
Co, can be expressed by (2) [18]. 

Regular inspection cost

Sheath loss

Failure cost

Dielectric loss

Core conductor loss

Energy loss

Maintenance cost

Operation cost Accessory loss

Power outage cost

Repair cost

Power loss

 

Fig. 7: Components of operation cost 

 Co = Coe + Com + Cop (2) 

Where, Coe is the energy dissipation cost; 
Cop is the costs of installing the extra generation 
necessary to supply the energy losses; 
Com is the inspection and maintenance cost. 

The costs of maximum power losses, Cop, are the 
costs of installing the extra generation necessary to 
supply the energy losses which will ultimately heat up the 
atmosphere. These generators must be capable of 
supplying the peak losses. The marginal cost should be 
based on Natural gas as the default top up fuel. This may 
involve an assumed average power factor. 

During the service life of a cable system, the main 
operation cost is the energy loss, which is related to the 
physical characteristics and operation state of the 
transmission line. Energy losses of a cable system are 
made up from losses in conductors, dielectric, sheath 
and accessories. In an AC system, the energy losses 
from any compensation devices should be considered. In 
a DC system, the energy losses from converters should 
be considered. Moreover, in a HTS system, cooling 
system losses should also be considered. 

In order to ensure the safety and reliability of power 
cables, power cables are required to be regularly 
inspected and maintained [19], which can be expressed 
by (3). 

 Com = ComitmiLn + Comf (3) 

Where, Comi is the inspection cost of each cycle per km; 
 Comf is the failure cost; 
 L is the length of the line;  
n is the service life. 
tmi is the inspection cycle per year. 

C. Replacement cost 

Due to degradation and failures, at the end of service 
life of power cables, substitution will be carried out with 
replacement cost Cr. Some equipment or recyclable 
materials in a cable system have residual value. The 
replacement cost of a power cable system includes the 
economic loss of early retirement and removal disposal 
cost, and it should have the residual cost subtracted, as 
shown in (4) and Fig. 8 [20]. 

 Cd = Cdd + Cdr - Cdv  

Where, Cdd is the removal cost; 
Cdr is the disposal cost 
Cdv is the residual value. 

Cable residual value

Transportation cost

Other residual value

Removal cost

Residual value

Replacement cost

Recycling cost

Disposal cost

 

Fig. 8: Components of replacement cost 

IV. FAILURE PROBABILITY 

During service life of power cables and their 
accessories, these power assets are under various 
influential factors, including environmental, mechanical, 
chemical, electrical and thermal pressures, which cause 
the accelerated degradation and unexpected failures . 
Failure cost is considered as an important factor in 
maintenance cost, which can be expressed by (5). 

 Comf = λ (Comfr + Comfo) (5) 

Where, Comf is the failure cost of a power cable system; 
λ is the fault rate; 
Comfr is the repair cost of each fault; 
Comfo is the power outage loss of each fault. 

Failure rate, λ, describes the possibility or frequency 
of a power cable failing in its service life cycle, which 
obeys the bathtub curve, as shown in Fig. 9 [10]. In the 
first stage, quality problems caused by manufacturing 
lead a high failure rate at the early stages; in the third 
stage of the life cycle, degradation causes the failure rate 
to increase gradually. Usually, cables retire before the 
third stage. 

Several models have been proposed to predict the 
failure rate of power cables. The Weibull model proposed 
by Ainscough P. E. [21] studied the relationship between 
the number of failures and their time-to-failure to forecast 
the number of future failures. However, the Weibull 
model ignored the fact that the remaining life of the cable 
mainly relies on operational stresses in service. 
Therefore, the failure rate varies with operational 
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conditions such as load levels, installation methods and 
locations. 
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Fig. 9. Failure rate of power cable – bathtub curve 
The Crow-AMSAA (C-A) model proposed by 

Barringer [22] was compared with the Weibull 
distribution. It indicated that the C-A model worked well 
with mixed failures, while the Weibull model was a 
powerful tool in single failure prediction. Moreover, these 
two models largely depend on life-time failure data. But 
some cable technologies, e.g., GIL, HTS, HVDC, CTS 
cables, lack statistics at all three stages. 

Poisson distribution and Binomial distribution were 
adopted by CIGRE Working Group A3.06 [23] to 
calculate the probability of failures among high voltage 
equipment. However, these methods have an 
assumption that power cable failures are subject to 
certain statistical distributions. When a detected failure 
pattern does not fit any distributions, due to the lack of 
data homogeneity, the analysis results would fail to 
predict the future failure rate. In addition, none of the 
above methods consider influential factors that are most 
relevant to the failures of power cables. 

The Cox proportional hazard model (Cox PHM) 
proposed by Cox was widely applied in medical domains 
to study the impact of influencing factors on the survival 
time of patients [24]. Compared with mentioned statistical 
models, the greatest advantage of the Cox PHM is the 
consideration of more than one covariates 
simultaneously. This is exactly the feature required in 
analyzing those failure data related to early failures. 
Moreover, the Cox PHM is a semi-parameter model 
which does not need to know the distribution of data with 
more adaptive and robust performance. But the 
covariates used in the Cox PHM should contain the 
entire cable sample. Otherwise, analysis can lead to 
misleading results. 

A piecewise power-law non-homogeneous Poisson 
process (NHPP) model was proposed by Swati S., which 
assumed that cable sections are repairable [25]. NHPP 
model predicted the trend of total annual cable failures 
due to both random causes and degradation shown in 
Fig. 10. Probability of failure due to ageing increases 
rapidly after 6570 days (18 years) when the accumulated 
electro-thermal degradation starts approaching the 
threshold degradation level. Degradation in a cable life is 
the result of the mutual effects of thermal and electrical 
deterioration. The first application in estimation of cable 
life proposed by Mazzanti was based on the cumulative 

damage Miner’s rule [26]. Electro-thermal degradation 
accumulation in a cable is of stochastic nature that was 
considered in the NHPP model based on on-line 
monitored data. The randomness in the thermal 
resistance of cable insulation and varying load current 
are the two main reasons of the stochastic nature of 
accumulated degradation. Piecewise power-law NHPP 
and stochastic electro-thermal degradation, are 
combined to estimate annual failures. 
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Fig. 10: Degradation rate of power cable insulation 

V. ENERGY LOSSES 

Investment cost is a one-time purchase that is 
considered as a main cost of a project, while energy loss 
in a cable system is a long-term cost based on the 
estimation of failure probability mentioned in Section IV. 
Energy loss also occupies a considerable proportion of 
the life cycle cost of a cable system. For a 400kV 75km 
3GW AC cable system, all fixed asset costs can reach 
£300 million, while the annual energy losses can reach 
£130 million [1]. Meanwhile, the average service life of a 
cable line can be 30 years, that is to say energy losses in 
a life cycle of a cable system can greatly exceed the fixed 
cost investment. Consequently, GIL, HVDC, HTS and 
CTS cable technology are aiming to decrease the energy 
loss during the service life at an increase fixed cost 
upfront. 

A. HVAC cable energy losses 

HVAC extruded cable energy losses are mainly from 
four parts, including conductor losses, dielectric losses, 
sheath losses and the losses from compensation device. 
Transmission connection losses (e.g., losses in joints 
and terminals) are relatively less than the losses from 
conductor, dielectric and metallic sheath. 

B. GIL cable energy losses 

GIL cables are gas insulated lines coated by metal 
housings. When an alternating current is applied as the 
load current in the core conductor of the GIL, there will be 
a sheath current similar to the value of the applied load 
current but in opposite direction in the metal housing. 
Although, the induced sheath current can be used to 
offset the magnetic field and decrease the magnetic 
emission, higher sheath losses and safety issues should 
be considered to construct GIL cable systems [27]. 
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GIL cables are preferentially suited to DC electric 
power transmission, as the losses in the conductor is 
much lower than HVAC extruded cables. Meanwhile 
dielectric loss and sheath loss are ignorable due to the 
application of insulating gas and DC load current. 
However, DC system energy losses are mainly derived 
from converters and accessories. E.g., in a HVDC VSC 
cable system, the energy losses from converter can be 
twice of the conductor losses [33], which indicates the 
importance to consider the whole losses instead of line 
losses only when comparing different cable technologies. 

C. HVDC cable energy losses 

HVDC extruded power cables are usually similar 
geometry to HVAC extruded cables. This kind of cable 
technology faces the same disadvantages as GIL DC 
electric transfer in the higher losses in converter stations. 
This high fixed cost element thus benefit from long-
distance cable applications [28]. 

D. HTS cable energy losses 

Owing to the superconducting performance, HTS 
cable is feasible to transfer high AC or DC electric 
capacity. When transferring AC load current in three 
phases, the special design of three-phase conductor as 
shown in Fig. 4 can reduce the huge induced magnetic 
field. 

But Francesco G. points out that hysteresis losses, 
eddy-current losses, coupling losses and ferromagnetic 
loss all contribute to the energy losses in adjacent metal 
parts [29]. Moreover, dielectric losses and cooling system 
losses are the main energy losses in a HTS cable system. 
Moreover, due to relatively high load current, current 
protection device and system fault protection should be 
considered [30]. 

E. CTS cable energy losses 

CTS is designed to improve AC network systematic 
performance and decrease line reactance, reduce 
voltage drop and the substantially eliminate of skin effect 
in core conductors [6]. Consequently, it is feasible to 
reduce conductor losses in comparison with conventional 
AC cables. Moreover, the energy losses in transmission 
connections are still to be studied. E.g., the AC 
resistance of a conventional extruded power cable with a 
630 mm2 cross section is 0.04Ω/km, while its reactance 
is 0.097Ω/km at 50 Hz from Nexans datasheet [31]. As 
the reactance effect is greater than resistance, the 
reduction of reactance will improve the power quality and 
decrease the energy losses. Moreover, there is no need 
to provide any extra compensation devices to improve 
the power factor of the transmission line which also 
decrease the energy losses. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Although no one analysis method is appropriate in 
every circumstance, CBA can be seen as a systematic 
view for selecting one transmission technology over 

another in a specified scenario. However, the 
comparison needs to take account of all the benefits that 
the system experiences that are due to its application, or 
conversely add costs to those technologies that cannot 
perform in the same way. With the continuous 
development of new cable technologies, the fixed asset 
costs will be a decreasing trend in the future. Moreover, 
failure probability of a cable system indicating the useful 
life-time of a cable system is a key factor to determine 
the life cycle costs. The precise method to forecast the 
remaining life should combine the historical failure data 
and continuous monitored deterioration condition. In 
service, the main costs are from the energy losses in 
conductors, dielectric, metallic sheath and accessories. 
The accumulative cost of energy losses would be much 
higher than the one-time fixed investment. Cost benefit 
analysis gives an overlooking view of new power cable 
technology research and T&D project investment, which 
needs more statistical analysis based on the data from 
different manufacturers, T&D operators. 
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